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Causes

► Fear of failure
► “I don’t believe I can”
► Lack of grit
► Lack of sleep
► Gaming
► Habitual drug use
► Developmental traumas
► If they knew how, they would
► Their brains are wired differently
► Fixed thinking vs growth mindset
► Parental expectations
► Personal expectations are too rigid and too high
► Being perfect out of the gate seems unobtainable
► Not on track with peers



Avoidance Reinforces AVOIDANCE

► Social anxiety may lead to avoidance
► Avoiding becomes a habit
► Coping mechanisms don’t get developed
► You look up and forgot to live your life



Lack of GRIT

► Unwilling to be uncomfortable or avoid discomfort

► Have not embraced the struggle

► Afraid of setbacks or overwhelmed by the thought of them

► Gives up easily rather than perseveres

► Will take the path of least resistance

► Don’t know where or how to start



The Lie of Social Media

► Facebook and Instagram Lie
► Everyone is not living the dream
► Everyone does have challenges that are not posted
► Some become overwhelmed when comparing their own reality to the fantasy presented 

on Social Media
► Put the phone down and do something

► Make a plan to help someone
► Get outside
► Volunteer
► Learn something
► Improve your surroundings
► Create connections



What now?

► Values clarification
► Mission statement
► Write out goals and measurable objectives
► Take little steps
► Life Skills
► Become empowered
► Learn to problem solve
► Take advantage of opportunities
► How do I be the best me
► Get up and get going





Little Steps

► Create a LinkedIn account

► Make a budget and balance your account

► Update your resume

► Find opportunities to add to your value

► Volunteer

► Organize your responsibilities



Life Success Checklist 

•Self aware of strengths, challenges, talents, abilities, & values
•Is able to compartmentalize & match strengths to activitiesSelf - Awareness

•Participates in activities & feels in control of their world
•Can evaluate situations, make decisions & take responsibilityProactivity

•Can deal with obstacles & works despite difficulties
•Can adjust  to change & is able to quit when necessaryPerseverance

•Sets & prioritizes realistic goals
•Develops action steps & overcomes obstaclesGoal - Setting

•Knows when help is needed & can ask for support
•Is aware of support systems & utilizes themSupport Systems

•Knows how emotions impact behavior, stress & frustration
•Develops coping mechanisms & uses support when neededEmotional Coping
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The power of Empowerment

► How you present information and provide support matters!
► Foster choices

► Creating the power to make decisions

► Help them find their own truth

► Allow them to steer their own course

► Failing Forward

► Transitioning from decider to supporter

► Outsource Accountability
► Consider hiring a life coach



Goal Setting: Problems Become Opportunities

► Teach the APIE Method of Problem Solving

► Assess

► Plan

► Implement

► Evaluate



Learn How To Be The BEST You

► Nutrition

► Sleep

► Exercise

► Work / Life Balance

► Spending habits

► Understanding when you function best

► Determine the factors that put you in the zone

► Know the common pitfalls that derail you



Vehicle As A Vehicle To Grow

► Obtain your own insurance

► Get the inspection done

► Learn how to change a tire

► Organize the inside

► Make it your own

► Be prepared for any emergency

► Learn basic maintenance

► Create a next goal and develop a plan



Get Up And Get Out

► Nurture a hobby

► Summer camp or experiences

► Service learning

► Consider a Gap Year

► Get outside

► Put together a schedule

► Create goals

► Anything new is good



SUCCESS

PLAN
Create your list and objectives

DO
Identify and eliminate the barriers to 
success

CHECK
Find an “Accountability Buddy”

ACT
Get up and get going

PDCA Dial



PLAN

DO

CHECK

ACT

Commit to the following: Write a mission 
statement; create a LinkedIn profile, make a 
menu, build a budget

Do a values clarification exercise: update your 
resume, examine what brings out your best and 
what brings you down

Identify a person that will work with you to 
help keep you accountable

Follow through: Check completed tasks off 
your list and set new goals as you continue to 
be successful 



SUCCESS FOSTERS MORE SUCCESS



Resources

► https://soarnc.org/adhd-coach/

► https://www.gapyearassociation.org/

► https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/failure-to-launch-syndrome/

► https://soarnc.org/gap-year/

► https://impactparents.com/

► https://chadd.org/

► https://ldaamerica.org/
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